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Introduction 

This plan details Skills Active Aotearoa Limited’s approach to transitioning all current activities to receiving providers by the government’s mandated 

transition of ITO functions under the RoVE transformation and the Education and Training Act 2020. 

This final iteration of the transition plan has evolved from the first iteration of the plan submitted to the Tertiary Education Commission (TEC) in June 2020. 

Following a robust process of engagement and analysis Skills Active is proposing to transition its functions to a newly established PTE.  

This plan does not include Skills Active’s transition arrangements regarding standard-setting functions. These were developed and approved by TEC in mid-

2021.  

 

Skills Active in the current state 

• Skills Active Aotearoa Limited (Skills Active) has a diverse range of programmes within its gazetted coverage, including the following industries: 

Sports, fitness, recreation, and performing arts industries. This includes the planning, management, promotion and delivery of sport, exercise, 

community recreation, outdoor recreation, diving (excluding aquaculture), snowsport and performing arts.    

• Skills Active currently arranges training in all but one of these (Dive). 

• Skills Active budgeted to employ 50 staff (48 FTE) in the budget year 2021 across the arranging training, standard-setting and organisational 

support functions. 

• The Skills Active Head Office is in Wellington, with staff based throughout the country. 

• In 2021 Skills Active has enrolled 4,284 trainees or apprentices from 965 distinct employers enrolled in 68 programmes or variants of 

programmes leading towards 48 qualifications and covering 8 qualification groupings at 20 October 2021. The average number of learners 

enrolled in each Skills Active programme by an employer is 2.5.  

• Skills Active anticipated full-year consumption of 1,138 ITF STM and 402 NZA STM in 2021. 

• Skills Active is currently approved to deliver 66 Programmes of Industry Training and has approximately 340 resource items available to support 

training and assessment.  
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• Skills Active has not introduced any significant change in the service models used to support arranging training from those described in detail in 

the initial Transition Plan submitted in June 2020. Skills Active has strengthened its approach to supporting apprenticeships with the addition of 

a trainee support administration team and the addition of an apprenticeship specialist role. This was in response to a significant increase in 

apprenticeships enrolment (sitting at over 1200 up from an annual average of 80).  

• Skills Active provides support and resources for the use of vocational standards through curriculum and Gateway delivery in Schools (Aquatics), 

as well as through bespoke youth awards across sport, outdoor recreation, entertainment and community recreation.  

• Skills Active offers a professional toolbox through ActiveCV to develop a portfolio of qualifications, work history, goals and personal statements. 

This also enables people to manage their continuing professional development information, apply for industry jobs, and formally verify their 

experience and qualifications.  

• Skills Active provides the national registration, accreditation and audit functions and systems for approved training across several industries 

through NZRRP and Qualworx.  

• Skills Active provides a catalogue of assessment and learning support resources to schools and providers for use with non-Skills Active learners 

on a semi-commercial basis.  

• A summary of Skills Active’s current business is provided in Appendix 2.  
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Section 1: Transition Approach 

1.1 Overview of transition approach 

How the transition will occur and to where 
 

• Skills Active does not intend to progress the mandated transitions on the basis indicated in the initial transition plan submitted in June 2020.  

• Skills Active will complete the transition of arranging training, other activities and support functions to a Skills Active Private Training Establishment 

(SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO LIMITED) [8256202] to arrange training for the sport, exercise, community recreation, outdoor recreation, snowsport and 

entertainment sectors. The transition is conditional on achieving NZQA accreditation for SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO LIMITED (SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI 

AKO) as a PTE. The application for accreditation is planned to be submitted to NZQA in February 2022, ahead of an October 2022 transition.  

• During the Reform, Skills Active consulted with its various industry bodies, employers, and learners about what will best serve their tailored and 

specialist needs in a future vocational setting. Strong feedback from its sectors and employers led to the development of an application as a dedicated 

PTE.  

• Skills Active is a charitable entity under the Charities Act 2005. Its constitutional aim is to meet the education and training needs of the sport, exercise, 

community recreation, outdoor recreation, ski and any additional sectors (e.g. entertainment sector), as well as Māori participating in the industry 

sectors (Nga mahi a te rēhia sector). SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO is currently a New Zealand registered limited liability company and a wholly-owned 

subsidiary of Skills Active. 

• Skills Active will undertake a managed change process that aims to reduce disruption, uncertainty and impacts on staff, learners and clients. Ahead of 

the 2022 transition date, staff and assets that support the delivery of work-based learning will be transferred to SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO. A shared 

service structure will remain within Skills Active Aotearoa, and a service agreement between the organisations will be enacted. all identified 

staff relating to the specified arranging training activities of Skills Active Aotearoa will be offered corresponding roles with the receiving provider on 

like terms and conditions. The specified activities will effectively be transferred as a going concern through a transfer of relevant assets and liabilities 

and a service and support agreement.  
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• Skills Active transitioned standard-setting functions to Toi Mai WDC in October 2021. This was achieved through the transfer of documents, files, data 

and operating policies/processes along with comprehensive handover documentation outlining key information and history for the sectors. Existing 

Skills Active employees were supported in preparing and applying for WDC roles. Skills Active will transition arranging training, other activities and 

support functions to the receiving provider in late 2022.  

 

Changes from the Initial Transition Plan       

• The most significant change in the transition intention is to pursue the establishment of SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO as a private training establishment 

(PTE). Key differences to the initial transition plan include:  

o The 2020 transition plan proposed a formalised relationship with Te Pūkenga through a contract for service model, through to 2025, to 

guarantee an ongoing and unbroken level of support for our industries, via a single delivery mode. At the end of this period, we 

proposed to embed into the Te Pūkenga network, potentially as a subsidiary in the first instance, for a further period.  

o The current transition proposal seeks to transfer the responsibility for arranging training to a PTE set up by Skills Active Aotearoa. 

o The original transition plan had a transition date of December 2022. The current transition plan proposes a transition date of October 2022 

to ensure any project delays are managed within the legislated timeframes.  

• Skills Active has also pursued a relationship with Te Wānanga o Aotearoa. Skills Active has considered certain arranging training functions transitioning 

to Te Wānanga o Aotearoa. Skills Active has supported exploration of such opportunities with Te Wānanga o Aotearoa and has ensured that industry 

stakeholders were fully informed about options to transition to Te Wānanga o Aotearoa and other providers.  

• Skills Active has made a formal commitment to reducing duplication and enhancing outcomes for the sector and education system by 

promoting collaboration across its work-based training and the provider-based provision, as outlined in the SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO Charter. Skills 

Active is formalising relationships with Te Pūkenga and Te Wānanga o Aotearoa that to work collectively and in partnership with industry to meet 

current and future needs, including –  

o Learning and training pathways (within and between providers)  
o Co-design of programmes  
o Tailoring resources to sector needs 
o Strengthening pastoral care and outcomes for learners   

 

• Relevant correspondence from Te Pūkenga and Te Wānanga o Aotearoa are provided in Appendix 14.  
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• Skills Active intends for this collaborative approach to extend to other private and public providers within the vocational education and training system 

as SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO becomes operational.  

 

Transitional approach 

• SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO is the only receiving organisation for the transition. Some existing programmes of Skills Active will not be delivered by SKILLS 

ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO from 2023 because of existing provider-based delivery within the network. There are a small number of Skills Active programmes 

that have overlapping provisions with one or more tertiary education organisations. Our recommendation is to transfer these specified programmes to 

SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO to ensure that a work-based delivery model is retained for learners and employers accessing these programmes currently.  

 

• Skills Active has chosen to adopt a transition approach that will be the least disruptive for learners and clients in existing Skills Active programmes across 

the three scenarios. This involves a three-tiered commitment:  

 

o Seamlessly transitioning learners to SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO programmes  

o Grandparenting of learners through existing programmes of industry training that will not be delivered by SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO from 2023 

o Joint Venture/collaboration with Te Pūkenga and Te Wānanga o Aotearoa to ensure SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO provision of work-based 

programmes while they develop the capability and capacity to establish their work-based learning provision if desired. 

 

• A detailed spreadsheet of programmes and learners by receiving provider is provided in Appendix 11. 

 

When the transition will occur and why 
 

• Skills Active will transition arranging training, other activities and support functions to SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO on 1 October 2022 to prepare for 

a 3 October go-live date for SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO. Relevant staff and assets that support this activity will transition to the new entity at this 

time  

•  

 

 

9(2)(b)(ii)
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•  

  

• Throughout the reform, Skills Active has consistently engaged with employers and industry and with TEC’s RoVE team to ensure Skills Active sectors 

are informed and engaged; so that they have a voice and choice as to the delivery of their vocational education and training.  

• Skills Active has planned for a late RoVE transition to allow for the time to conduct a robust analysis of the transition options and iteratively undertake 

meaningful stakeholder engagement, as the environment has evolved throughout the reform and with the impacts of COVID-19. A later transition 

has allowed us to focus on transitions that support transformation and the real change envisioned by RoVE. We have been able to work across private 

and public providers to discuss how we can support the development of operating models across the network of providers that will meet the needs 

of our sector learners and employers.  

• Skills Active also believes that a later transition, with more information about the Te Pūkenga operating model and UFS model, will minimise 

uncertainty for learners, employers and staff and mitigate the risks of disruption in current training activity or loss of critical skills from the vocational 

education and training system.  

• For Skills Active, an October transition optimises the resource available to support transition processes, as this is after the end of the ski season and 

before the start of the summer aquatics season.  

• Skills Active will have no uncompleted projects funded from either the Qualification Development Fund or TITO-WDC COVID-19 support fund, by the 

transition date. Post-transition, Skills Active will continue to provide services related to the ITR-bureau project and other relevant activities, listed 

below.  

  

Other relevant activities 
• All other relevant activities currently undertaken by Skills Active will be transitioned to SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO: 

o provision and support of Gateway and curriculum-based unit standards in Schools  

o employer facing brokering  

o careers functions and activities intended to encourage new learners into employment (collaboration with providers) 

9(2)(b)(ii)

9(2)(b)(ii)
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o sale of learning and assessment resources to third parties  

o sponsorship and other financial support for industry events, awards and promotion of training opportunities 

o provision of workforce planning support for organisations and sector groups  

o administration of ActiveCV a professional toolbox that enables people to manage their continuing professional development information, apply 

for industry jobs, and formally verify their experience and qualifications 

• SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO will continue to undertake these services and maintain the current service models using the existing employees, 

systems and processes. 

 

• Skills Active will continue the administration of The New Zealand Register of Recreation Professionals (NZRRP) and the oversight of auditing and safety 

leadership body, Qualworx. Skills Active will continue to provide services related to the ITR bureau project, and the development of training 

management systems.  

 

Relevant post-transition activities 
 

• Skills Active Aotearoa will continue to operate as a charitable limited liability company following completion of all transition activities, holding the 

interests of its shareholders in the operation of SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO and Qualworx Ltd.  

. 

• Skills Active has designed a draft operating model for operating model on behalf of SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO. The model is intended to align future 

service provision with the RoVE vision and the Minister’s expectations. While the draft operating model will be developed ahead of SKILLS ACTIVE TE 

MAHI AKO’s PTE application to NZQA in February 2022, subsequent transformation to the future service model envisaged under RoVE will occur over 

3 years from transition. 

• The transition plan is designed to ensure that there are no unintended disruptions for learners and employers through the transition period and to 

ensure that consultation with a wide range of stakeholders and full change impact analysis can be undertaken before changes are made to current 

service models. Skills Active is committed to leading this process in a way that constructively engages staff and ensures employees, industry and 

learners will seek to remain engaged following the transition.  

9(2)(b)(ii)
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• Skills Active and SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO are developing the capability, systems and processes to be registered by NZQA as a PTE and will 

increasingly seek to enhance the range and quality of training and learner support offered to learners, organisations and other employers. As arranging 

training regulatory and funding constraints are removed and change impact and consultation on change is undertaken with learners, employers and 

industry, this work will continue post-transition 

• Skills Active acknowledges that the arranging training activities of ServiceIQ relating to Museum arranging training activities will transfer to Te Pūkenga 

WBL in the first instance,  

 

  

• The Skills Active brand will remain active as the parent company of SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO following the transition. Skills Active’s active will 

pursue the objective to meet the education and training needs of specified sectors and Māori participating in those sectors. This includes providing 

safety leadership to its auditing arm, Qualworx.  

•  

 

  

• All Specified Arranging Training Assets to transfer from Skills Active Aotearoa to SA Te Mahi Ako will be agreed upon between the parties based on a 

discovery exercise and listed in a Schedule to the Transfer Agreement.   

 

   

• If at any stage SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO experiences excessive losses and can no longer operate in a financially sustainable way, the company will 

consult with its stakeholders to identify a preferred provider(s) to transition its work-based learning functions to. At this stage, it is anticipated that 

this would either be Te Wānanga o Aotearoa or Te Pūkenga. Conversations with providers would commence following the decision to transfer 

functions and ahead of stakeholder engagement. Skills Active would help facilitate this transition, and manage the consideration of use of any residual 

reserves linked to its former arranging training functions, before transition on 1 October 2022.  

1.2 Alignment with learner, employer and industry needs 
 

RoVE aims to create a unified system that is ready for a fast-changing future of skills learning and work. The system will: 

9(2)(b)(ii)

9(2)(b)(ii)

9(2)(b)(ii)
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• Deliver to the unique needs of all learners, including those who have been traditionally under-served, such as Māori, Pacific, and disabled learners, 

• Be relevant to the changing needs of employers, 

• Be collaborative, innovative and sustainable for all regions of New Zealand, and 

• Uphold and enhance Māori-Crown relationships. 

This section outlines the priorities and success factors for learners, employers and industry and explains how the proposed transition aligns with these 

expectations.  

 

Alignment with learners’ needs 

• Skills Active learners identified the following key expectations for transition. This feedback came through direct engagement with learners by our 

Learning Support Advisors and through our customer satisfaction surveys conducted through SurveyMonkey. They reflect what learners consider 

important in terms of current arranging training activities. A summary spreadsheet of all learner survey responses and comments is provided in 

Appendix 8.  

 

 

Key Themes: Communication, support, knowledge of sectors and needs, the relevance of learning, maintaining access to learning 

o Clear communication, clarity and willingness to help further education and experience of learner and capability of the organisation  

o Responsiveness and accessibility; support asynchronous learning  

o High level of personalised, face-to-face support from assessor and staff with technical/sector expertise  

o The provider’s sector knowledge and understanding of learner needs  

o Delivery which fits in with operations, support on-job learning, seamless and simple  

o Relevance of material and applicability of training to sectors 

o Holistic person-centred approaches   

o More face-to-face interactions and incorporation of off-job learning  

o More flexibility   
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o Accommodate bespoke needs of different organisations, sectors, learners; keep programmes contextualized  

 

• Each of these criteria has been addressed in the transition plan to SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO and associated terms sheet; specifically, by providing 

for the transition of existing employees, the retention of current service models for a period following transition, a requirement for consultation 

with learners before implementing any significant change and retention of the existing network of providers including third party providers and 

assessors. These specific requirements are specified in the Term Sheets and will be reflected in the transitional agreement with SKILLS ACTIVE TE 

MAHI AKO. 

• Looking forward, SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO will meet the needs of learners by: 

 

Programmes 

o Providing relevant and quality Programmes of Study that are endorsed by the sector and extensively cover all aspects of off-job, online, and 

workplace learning. As needs are identified, new Programmes will be developed to meet gaps in the market sectors.  

o Providing tailored learning and assessment opportunities for groups of learners that will supplement the learning they are achieving in their 

workplaces.   

o Developing micro-credentials and small packages of learning to diversify the learning delivery to better suit the needs of the learners, in 

particular, with time-constrained learners (volunteers and seasonal) and learners needing supplementary or additional learning to support; 

pre-employment skills, pathways into vocational qualifications, continuing professional development and career progression  

 

Learning support 

o Providing national access to, kanohi ki te kanohi, support through a network of training advisors, assessors, learning facilitators and learning 

support  

o Providing access to programmes and courses on demand arises and engaging appropriate learning facilitators to provide the 

learning/teaching online and/or in NZQA approved facilities.  

o Providing flexible delivery (hard-copy and online resources)  

o Providing culturally appropriate pastoral care and kaupapa Māori assessment model including adopting kaupapa Māori and Akoranga Māori 

approaches with learners  
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o Supporting Māori in all work environments including those involving traditional Māori activities (such as people working on Marae, those 

working for iwi/ hapū and volunteer groups)  

o Facilitating ‘communities of learning’ particularly for regional, remote and dispersed learners, including self-employed and contractors to 

support the learning and assessment process.  

o Providing mentoring and pastoral care support from industry-qualified regional training advisors and learning support personnel who 

develop learning plans, provide assessment services and progress reports 

o Alumni/Graduate services including career services (job hub), upskilling/professional development, support for new or potential industry 

business owners 

o Consultation with iwi, whanau, and specific organisations to understand learning requirements, what success means for learners such as 

Māori and Pacific people, as well as for underserved and hard to reach groups such as people with disabilities, small businesses, the self-

employed and volunteers. 

 

Pathways  

o Promoting career opportunities to the wider community and iwi, including secondary schools.  

o Provision pathways and support for employers through the Gateway programmes and youth awards  

o Proving online career service brokering  

o Providing formal linkages to learning pathways with other providers.  

 

• Skills Active recognises that providing additional support for under-served learners is essential to achieving equitable outcomes for these learners. A 

range of additional support for these learners has been introduced since 2021. This includes enhanced learning support provision for apprentices, 

enhanced learner induction to ensure that new learners are better prepared for success and enhanced peer and mentor-led virtual learning support 

groups, supported by topic related webinars. SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO will retain and grow these learner support initiatives under its 

commitment within its 3-year business plan. Skills Active envisages that as the regulatory and funding constraints of industry training are removed, 

SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO will develop a capability that will further enhance support post-transition. 
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Alignment with the employer and industry needs 
 

• Skills Active engaged extensively with employers and industry bodies throughout the RoVE process. Initial consultation in the immediate period 

following the decision to progress RoVE included employer and industry workshops where transition success criteria for employers and industry 

bodies were developed respectively.  

• In 2019 Skills Active sought high-level industry feedback through the 2019 RoVE consultation process around what was needed from an effective fit-

for-purpose vocational education and training (VET) system to support a skilled workforce. The feedback we received was distilled into the 

following key themes:   

o The VET system must be responsive to Māori learner and stakeholder needs.  

o The system must be industry-led.  

o The system must be tailored to meet workforce needs.  

o The system must recognise and support the role of the workplace as a trainer.  

o The system must be responsive and agile.  

o The system must be cohesive.  

o The system must be affordable and recognise industry contributions.   

 

• Through the 2021 engagements, Skills Active asked employers and industry what concerns and/or considerations they would like to be front of mind as we 

move industry training into the new system. Responses included:  

o Ease of use, acknowledging workloads of learners.   

o Ensuring the right people are involved and keeping a kanohi ki te kanohi approach.  

o The inter-linked industry training areas need to be kept as a whole so that they do not become piecemeal and difficult for the industry to 

manage.  

o Specialised understanding of industry needs and learners needs to be retained. Retain industry focus.  

o Costs, affordability and accessibility (ensuring training is delivered in the workplace).    
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o Retaining focus on efficient in-house training and assessment processes – particularly for high turnover industries. Simplify the workplace 

assessment process.   

o Maintaining national consistency but local and regional flavours in delivery.  

o Increased access for volunteers.   

o Minimising disruption, ensuring continuity and retaining strong, effective communication at learner and workplace level.  

o Retain systems and frameworks 

o Maintain focus on the safety of learners and customers.  

o Ensure small employers and sectors are not lost or left out of the engagement and the future provision.  

o Increase support for workplace capability to train their staff.  

o Maintain engagement with smaller and remote regions and communities.  

o Increase support for transitions between school and work. Increased clarity on a pathway to higher education.  

o Increase collaboration with others to expand joint offerings.  

o Maintain industry voice so that training is relevant and appropriate. 

o Workplace autonomy of delivery   

  

• Again, each of these criteria has been addressed in the transition arrangements with SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO. Specifically, these agreements 

provide for the transition of existing employees, the retention of current service models for a period following transition, a requirement for 

consultation with employers before implementing any significant change, retention of the existing network of providers including third party 

providers and assessors and retention of the existing quality assurance/internal moderation function/expertise. These requirements are specified in 

the Term Sheets and will be reflected in the final transitional agreement with SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO.  

 

• Looking forward, SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO will meet the needs of employers and industry by: 

 

Programmes 

o Transitioning all existing programmes to programmes of study 
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o Providing relevant sector endorsed programmes that ākonga can undertake to meet their skill needs  

o Providing learning and assessment resources to support learners to attain the skills and knowledge required  

o Providing off-job learning opportunities where the full scope of the programme cannot be completed in the workplace  

o Providing on-site pastoral support (at a minimum, quarterly) to apprentices and employers  

 

Workplace support 

o Providing national access to, kanohi ki te kanohi, support through a network of training advisors  

o Supporting workplaces and organisations Māori in all work environments including those involving traditional Māori activities (such as 

people working on Marae, those working for iwi/ hapū and volunteer groups)  

o Supporting workplace trainers and verifiers to meet required learning outcomes  

o Supporting organisations and groups who have not been well-served in the VET system, with tailored work-based learning solutions, 

including volunteers, contractors and self-employed.  

o Developing and upskilling trainers and mentors in the workplace.  

o Developing and providing access to a network of assessors and flexible assessment models to meet the needs of different organisations and 

employers. 

o Providing access to workforce planning support to ensure sustainable changes that enhance workforce and workplace success.  

o Providing support for new or potential industry business owners, including the self-employed.  

 

Pathways  

o Promoting career opportunities to the wider community and iwi, including secondary schools.  

o Provision pathways and support for employers through the Gateway programmes and youth awards  

o Proving online career service brokering  

o Providing formal linkages to learning pathways with other providers.   
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1.3 Employer and industry support 

Nature of engagement with employers and industry 
 

• Skills Active has undertaken extensive engagement with employers and industry in developing our transition intentions and plan since RoVE was first 

proposed. 

• This formal endorsement is therefore the culmination of a process that has been ongoing over the last two years. 

• Skills Active facilitated a series of workshops for employers and industry during the RoVE consultation period and met with industry bodies, sector 

groups and key employers. As detailed in Skills Active’s submission and the overwhelming feedback provided directly by industry stakeholders across 

Skills Active’s industry sectors, employers and industry were universally not in support of ITO arranging training being transitioned to providers. In 

providing this feedback and consultation response, clearly articulated what they believed was important to retain and where they believed there were 

opportunities for improvement within the vocational education and training system. This engagement directly informed Skills Active’s initial approach. 

The feedback from these engagements informed the transition principles that Skills Active adopted and led directly to the development of the success 

criteria identified in the previous section. 

• Skills Active has subsequently discussed RoVE and the available options for transition in our regular meetings with stakeholders since 2019. Skills Active 

initiated further general employer and industry workshops and engagements in 2020 and 2021. Examples of the presentations used in meetings over 

this period are provided in Appendix 3. All presentations were substantially similar and provided a comprehensive outline of the options analysis 

undertaken by the independent contractor including merits and risks/constraints.   

• Additionally, Skills Active has provided regular updates through email and on our website to all employers and industry groups providing updates on 

transition intentions and progress through the same period. Examples of these communications are also provided in Appendix 4.  

• Letters of support for their preferred option were sought from industry bodies and key employers. Electronic voting was sought from individual 

employers across all sectors with learners in current training agreements.    

• Ten RoVE hui were held with shareholders in 2021 regarding RoVE transitions and options. In addition, two AGM and SGM were held in 2020 and 2021 

in which RoVE and transition options were tabled for discussion. In November 2021 100% of Skills Active Shareholders supported the business case to 

establish a PTE for the benefit of the sectors they represent. 

• While industry support has been strong for the proposed transition approach, Skills Active is committed to progressing initiatives to improve current 

models to the extent possible before and after the transition. This has included engaging with Te Wānanga o Aotearoa on a Te Ata Hāpara, pastoral 
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care pilot as well as commitments to joint work programmes with Te Wānanga o Aotearoa and Te Pūkenga. SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO will continue 

to facilitate work in this area, bringing together industry stakeholders and providers to identify and deliver enhancements to the delivery of vocational 

education and training for their sectors.   

 

Industry bodies and employers engaged with 
 

• In early May 2021 Skills Active began a stakeholder engagement campaign around options for the transition of its arranging training functions. This 

included exploring support around a dedicated private training establishment (PTE) for exercise, recreation, performing arts, snowsport and sports 

employers – set up by Skills Active.    

• An endorsement was sought from every employer of an active learner in May 2021.  

• The campaign closed on 25 June. Skills Active received 175 responses from stakeholders. Skills Active supports approximately 1000 workplaces at any 

time. All of Skills Active’s key employers (representing 80% of Skills Active learners) responded to the survey, provided a letter of support, or voted 

through the shareholding in favour of establishing a PTE. Several small employers (with workforces of 1-5 employees) did not respond to the survey. 

Some of these felt comfortable that they were represented at the industry level through the Skills Active shareholding.  

• Survey responses represented a self-identified workforce of 4,000 paid workers and 10,000 volunteers. Of the responses: 

o 165 responses were in favour of Skills Active establishing an industry-based provider. This included 47 letters in favour of Skills Active 

establishing a PTE 

o 117 survey respondents who also supported a Skills Active PTE (this included 8 responses that preferred to transition to an existing PTE and 

named Skills Active – indicating a lack of understanding about the difference between PTE and ITO, or errors in selection) 

o 1 respondent supported a Skills Active wānanga  

o 8 respondents identified Te Pūkenga as the preferred transition partner (this included 2 Te Pūkenga staff respondents)   

o 1 respondent identified Yoga NZ as the preferred transition partner   

o 1 respondent identified an existing PTE (referring to a Te Pūkenga subsidiary) as the preferred option. 

• Another 8 organisations indicated they would supply letters of support.    
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Survey support  

Survey support  

Survey support  

Survey support  

Survey support  

Survey support  

Survey support  

Survey support  

Survey support  

Survey support  

Survey support  

Survey support  

Survey support  
Survey support  

Survey support  

Survey support  

Survey support  

Survey support  

Survey support  

Survey support  

9(2)(i)
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Letter of Support  

Letter of Support  
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• At its June AGM, Skills Active sought and received the endorsement of shareholders for the company to continue to plan for the PTE contingency, 

subject to business case recommendations and decision; with the view that this entity would be positioned to take on the arranging training functions 

for Skills Active's programmes and associated employers and learners.  There was a strong desire from shareholders to better understand the financial 

viability, governance and operating models of any provider taking on these functions, including a Skills Active PTE.  

• On 18 November 2021, 100% of Skills Active Shareholders supported the business case to establish a PTE for the benefit of the sectors they represent. 

• A stakeholder engagement outcomes report is provided in Appendix 5. 

• Letters of endorsement from industry bodies and key employers are provided in Appendix 6. 

• Details of electronic voting from employers are provided in Appendix 7. 
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Section 2: Transition of Arranging Training 

2.1 Rationale for the preferred provider(s) of Arranging Training 

Providers that have been considered for Arranging Training 
• In September 2020 TEC worked alongside TITOs to agree on an approach for ensuring consideration is given to all relevant providers in the transfer 

of arranging training activities, that those providers have the support of industry and that the risks and impacts of any engagement with providers 

are well managed. This was to ensure that relevant and interested providers have an opportunity to be considered in the transition of arranging 

training activities from Transitional ITOs.  

• An approach to engaging PTEs and wānanga was agreed in late 2020 and engagement collateral was released on January 26 2021.  

• Through the TEC evaluation process, six PTEs were identified meeting TECs criteria for taking on arranging training functions. A further four PTEs 

were identified by Skills Active, or independently expressed interest to Skills Active to take on these functions for some or all the sectors supported 

by Skills Active.  

• Skills Active initiated an evaluation of potential providers to receive arranging training functions. This included reviewing the known capability, EER 

reports, moderation history and current accreditations/approvals of the identified providers. Skills Active shared and discussed its findings with TEC 

in February 2021. The full evaluation and details of discussions with providers are provided in Appendix 9.  

• Between February and April, initial approaches and engagements were had across eight shortlisted providers:  
9(2)(i)
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• Skills Active discussed the nature of its arranging training, the make-up of its provision, the desires of providers and objectives of Skills Active with 

providers. The opportunity to seek funding for arranging training under a future Investment Plan with TEC in the years following the initial transition 

as indicated in TEC’s guidance to PTEs was discussed with each of the providers.  

• Six providers did not progress engagements around the arranging functions following initial contact or meetings. Skills Active continued discussions 

with   

• Skills Active also formally engaged with Te Wānanga o Aotearoa in April 2021 to better understand each other and find ways of working 

together.  This initial meeting has been followed by several more positive meetings which have led to the formalisation of a relationship with Te 

Wānanga o Aotearoa pre and post-transition. 

• Skills Active has continued to engage with Te Pūkenga around the transition options, and the design of the Te Pūkenga operating model through the 

various fora in 2021, including contributing to the Key Design Partnership Group and across several programme development workstreams that 

were set up in 2021. Skills Active is committed to ensuring that the new public network is established in a way that met all learners and employers 

needs in its sectors. 

• Concurrent to the PTE engagement, in March 2021 Skills Active commissioned education consultancy Cooper McKenzie to look at the matrix of 

options for transition to providers, and evaluate these options and the possible combinations therein, against set criteria.  Consideration was given 

to the NZQA levels of current provision, whether there are apprenticeship programmes, whether delivery is exclusively on-job, what industry 

feedback indicates as the preferred transition, which other education organisations are delivering programmes towards the same qualifications, 

and what the interdependencies might be between each industry.   

• The report found that transferring the most advantageous transition option for Skills Active sectors and learners was for Skills Active to transition all 

its arranging training function to a single PTE. Mechanisms to achieve this include:  

o a full handover of the arranging training functions to and existing PTE 

o partnering with an existing PTE 

o purchasing an existing PTE, or 

o  registering a new NZQA accredited PTE.  

• Following the evaluation, there was no single PTE that currently has the capacity, capability, on-job training experience, national capacity and 

willingness to serve all of Skills Active’s industries. 

9(2)(b)(ii)
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2.3 Retention of people, skills, knowledge, experience and relationships 
 

• Skills Active currently operates an integrated service model across its sectors in which training is arranged and where learner/employer facing 

functions are reliant on support systems and people. As outlined in the initial version of our Transition Plan, the key risk regarding people, skills, 

knowledge and experience and the consequential disruption for learners and employers would arise through fragmentation of the currently 

integrated service model between providers and functions, particularly if this was undertaken without a full understanding of the potential impact. 

The intended transition in which all of Skills Active’s arranging training, other activities and support functions are transitioned to SKILLS ACTIVE TE 

MAHI AKO, or are available through Skills Active Shared Services, addresses this risk.       

• Except for a small number of general administrative and transactional roles, current Skills Active staff all have key skills, knowledge, experience and 

relationships that need to be retained within the system generally but specifically within the arranging training functions for the sectors currently 

supported by Skills Active.  

• Skills Active has consistently sought transition arrangements that best ensure key skills, knowledge, experience and relationships are retained 

through the transition and so that current service models are not disrupted. This enables receiving organisations to then ensure that they fully 

understand the current service models, interdependencies and evaluate any impact on learners, employers and employees service models evolve. 

• Skills active TITO is a small, passionate, high performing team with a shared mission to support learners, workforce and sector success. The transfer 

of staff from Skills Active to SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO ensures the retention of an experienced team with full capability in arranging training and 

a passion to further enhance the experience of learners.  

• Skills Active’s high-level approach has been to: 

- Ensure that retention incentives were put in place from 2019. These are intended to ensure retention until transition.  

- Ensure employees are fully informed of progress and thinking as RoVE transition options are developed and ensure that, as far as 

possible, our people are positive about the proposed changes. This has been and will continue to be achieved through leadership, 

extensive internal communications, pulse/engagement monitoring and an approach of transparency. 

- Optimise the opportunities available for all staff in the post-RoVE system by identifying skills that will be particularly valued and 

implementing focussed professional development and support at individual, team and organisation levels. 

- Advocate strongly for transition approaches that minimise the impact on employees, particularly in ensuring that wherever possible 

current employees will be directly matched to roles in receiving organisations. 

- Advocating strongly for any required formal staff consultation in current organisations and recruitment into receiving organisations 

being run synchronously through open and fair processes for all employees in the current system. 
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- Ensuring that there is personal support available to our people throughout the entire process and, should it eventuate, providing 

outplacement support for any employees not successful in obtaining a role in a post-transition organisation.   

• The organisational structure was approved by the board in January 2022, A formal restructuring process will be undertaken and overseen by an HR 

specialist in Q1, to facilitate the transition of staff into SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO. A document will be prepared for staff outlining the process for 

staff moving into the PTE. Alongside the communications and advice document, the available job roles and descriptions will be provided to staff 

clearly and transparently in early 2022.  

 

• This process includes the appointment of the PTE board (and establishment board) in early and mid-2022, the appointment of the (interim) chief 

executive (Maren Frerichs), and the executive leadership team ahead of the NZQA application on 28 February 2022. The proposed organisational 

structure includes a redistribution of responsibilities across the senior leadership team within SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO and Skills Active Shared 

Services. A matching process will be undertaken with existing SLT members to fill these roles.   

 

• Following the development of and engagement on the restructuring proposal. Formal applications for each job role will be requested and these will 

be reviewed by the SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO Interim Chief Executive and the HR specialist. Letters of commitment will be provided in Q1 2022, 

to come into effect ahead of the commencement date of 1 October.  

 

• Further developing existing staff capability and providing visible opportunities and pathways with SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO is a key component, 

in future-proofing the organisation and retaining a passionate, strong, engaged team moving forward. An individual and organisation-wide learning 

and development strategy will be put up in mid-2022. 

 

• Skills Active is prepared to discuss the proposed structure and roles with TEC’s RoVE transition team but not to provide it with its change 

documentation due to sensitivity concerning individuals. 

 

Roles that Support Arranging Training Only and Support Roles 

• The intended arranging training transitions achieve our objectives to the greatest extent possible.  

• Skills Active and the SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO will agree on arrangements under which the receiving entity will offer employment on the same 

terms and conditions for Skills Active’s direct, indirect and support roles that support the arranging training or other activities of SKILLS ACTIVE TE 

MAHI AKO.      
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Standard Setting Roles and Roles that support both Arranging Training and Standard Setting. 

• Skills Active engaged with the WDC Establishment Unit and WDC in the section and onboarding of staff into the WDC. This work was completed in 

October 2021. Skills Active retained all roles within the organisation post-transition, with an enhanced arranging training focus.  

 

Recruitment into Transitioning Structure 

• The process for recruitment of newly created roles within the SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO structure will be consistent with the best recruitment 

practice. Applications will be invited from any interested existing Skills Active employees and a selection process will then be undertaken under the 

leadership of the Skills Active Chief Operating Officer, Skills Active HR Specialist and the Chief Executive / Acting Chief Executive for SKILLS ACTIVE 

TE MAHI AKO.  

 

Recruitment into WDCs 

• Skills Active engaged with the WDC Establishment Unit and WDC in the section and onboarding of staff into the WDC. This work was completed in 

October 2021. 

 

Risks 

• There is an unavoidable risk to the system, for SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO and the WDCs, of some employees choosing not to pursue a role or not 

to accept an offer. Each of these employees has critical skills and experience in standard-setting and in the VET system that is likely to be 

challenging to acquire. There is a risk of creating competition for talent between providers and each of the WDCs and equal risk of critical skills and 

experience being lost to the system completely. 

• Skills Active will continue to ensure that employees have a positive mindset regarding future roles through leadership and internal communications.  

• SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO will be expected to continue to mitigate this risk within its operations.  
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2.5 Commercial and legal processes  
This section describes the commercial and legal processes and the proposed due diligence process: 

Due diligence 

• Skills Active has completed extensive due diligence concerning the transition implementation. In the course of this due diligence, Skills Active has 

reviewed and considered the capability and requirement for SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO, with relation to: 

   - Management and staff capability 

   - Quality Management System including policies and procedures 

   - Financial viability and current Financial Monitoring  

   - Existing accreditation and consent to assess covering the programmes and unit standard assessment being transitioned 

   - Physical training facilities/equipment and ability to access additional/workplace equipment as required  

   - EER requirements  

   - Moderation outcome history 

   - Commitment and capability to maintain and support current service models for learners and employers 

  - Maintaining reputation with employers and learners including ascertaining their support for this transition  

 

Structure and assets  

Overview  

• The transition of staff and assets for SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO has been considered in depth by the Skills Active Board. This transition is 

supported by a comprehensive strategy and business plan that Skills Active believes will ensure that there is no disruption to learners/employers 

and will enable SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO to ultimately become a vibrant and sustainable provider. 

• Skills Active has agreed Term Sheets (heads of agreement) detailing the key agreements concerning the transition (Appendix 12). This will be 

formalised in a formal and conditional Transition Agreement before TEC approval of this Transition Plan.  

• Skills Active and SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO expect TEC to undertake a funding wash up that reflects the date of transition.  
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• A Completion Checklist will be prepared and agreed upon following approval of the transition to allow monitoring of all activity required to achieve 

the transition.  

 

Design approach and logic  

• Over the past six months, we have assessed the requirements of the Skills Active group and specifically SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO to effectively 

function as the preferred partner and provider of high-quality work-based learning. The process has included:   

o Review of NZQA PTE requirements   

o Development of an operating model involving 10 operating model design workshops with Skills Active Group staff from August – November 

2021; which aligned with the outcomes sought through the reform 

o Three SMT and Leadership Team workshops   

o A desktop review of tertiary education organisation structures in NZ, Australia and the UK   

o Advice from QTI PTE peak body and Arahanga Associates (tertiary education specialists)   

o Review and alignment of founding documents with Te Pūkenga Charter and constitution.  

  

• We considered the structural requirements needed to meet TEC’s transition criteria. These criteria are aimed at ensuring a seamless movement of 

learners, employers and industry groups while minimising existing service disruption as much as possible. They include the relevant expectations of 

providers to:   

o Have or will have proven capability to provide ‘fit-for-purpose’ work-based learning support to employers and learners   

o Can support work-based learning and provide national coverage where appropriate   

o Meet employer needs in respect of localised or regional training differences   

o Have the financial means to continue to arrange vocational education and training to employers and learners post-transition.  

 

• In addition to continuing the servicing of existing learners and clients as a PTE specialising in work-based learning, new functional and servicing 

requirements were identified that need to be integrated into the new entity. A full breakdown of these is provided in the operating model 

appended to the receiving plan. Highlights include:   
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o Developing programmes and study, kaupapa Māori educational products and smaller packages of learning   

o Collaboration with SA Group entities (audit, quality and risk assurance)   

o Facilitation of learning and training (delivery)  

o Learning support and learner pastoral care (including community and whānau engagement)  

o Progression of learning through collaboration with other providers  

o Potential management of campus/facilities for learning   

o Management and collaboration across multiple SA Group boards  

o New business development   

  

• The organisational capabilities were also identified influencing how we need to organise ourselves to best execute our functions. This included 

consideration of the following elements:   

  
Operational governance:   

o Giving effect to te Tiriti o Waitangi at all levels   

o Increasing internal and external connectivity and engagement   

o Developing agile and empowered people/teams through cross-functional teams  

o Embedding the voice of learners, clients, assessors and learning facilitators across all of our work  

  
Process and insights:  

o Enhancing learner and workforce planning   

o Increasing collaboration with other parts of the VET system   

o Strengthening learner focus   

o Providing enhanced learner and client support mechanisms   

o Integrating teaching and learning elements over time  
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Systems, technology, people and talent   

o Maintaining flexible system approaches  

o Uplifting existing capability within the SA Group   

o Continuing to grow a strong organisational culture  

o Growing the capability of the broader Skills Active workforce (500 assessors and future learning facilitators)  

o Growing our position as an employer of choice   

 

• To meet these requirements an operating structure is presented which aims to enable a responsive network of service, with a high degree of 

empowerment, strong communication and rapid information flow. The model aims to be flexible and scalable. It is intended to be responsive to 

funding changes and an evolving operating environment, without losing servicing quality.  

• Three design options were considered by the Skills Active Board, which included a financial shared service, a corporate shared service, and no-

shared services (a ‘one-entity’) model. The preferred structure is outlined below.  

 

Proposed structure and rationale  

• There will be a lot of change in the vocational education sector over the next five years as the reform of vocational education continues to take 

shape. Implementation of the eight changes of the reform will require us to be responsive and adaptive to the changing environment. While we 

navigate this significant change process, we are grounded by the following goals over the next three-five years:    

  
1. Improve learner outcomes particularly for Māori, Pacific people, people with disabilities and apprentices    
2. Provide enhanced support for life-long learning pathways    
3. Maintain responsiveness to iwi, employers and other organisations through the reform    
4. Maintain and increase organisational sustainability and resilience  

 

• The draft structure of SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO includes approximately 34 permanent FTE made up of the Education and Learner and Client 

Experience groups.  

• An establishment board is being confirmed for SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO which includes:  
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o The chair of Skills Active Board  

o Steve Ruru, independent advisor to the Skills Active Board 

o Up to two independent directors with relevant industry and educational expertise.  

 

• Maren Frerichs, Skills Active Chief Operating Officer, has been appointed interim chief executive for SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO.  

• Alongside the creation of a PTE, we are looking to reshape part of the existing Skills Active Aotearoa organisation into a corporate Shared Services 

entity, which will provide corporate services to current and future Skills Active Aotearoa Group entities.   

• Skills Active Shared Services includes 15 FTE permanent staff covering ICT, Marketing, HR, Operations processes, cultural support, Finance and Legal 

support and up to 7 FTE contracted staff support.  

• The draft corporate structure for the Skills Active group was approved by the Skills Active board and can be found in the receiving plan in Appendix 

10. 

• A shared service and support agreement will be drafted for the NZQA application which will be submitted at the end of February 2022.  

• It is important for us to future-proof the organisation, and part of this is to have the ability to keep our eyes open for new business development 

opportunities which are complementary to our constitutional mandate to meet the education and training needs of the sectors we service.  By 

creating a separate Shared Service, we will ensure SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO can focus on its core business of providing high-quality vocational 

education to our learners, while Qualworx can continue to focus on its core business of empowering its clients to meet the highest standards of 

quality and safety. The structure protects SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO to have an undisturbed focus within the evolving vocational education and 

training system, and a bespoke and ft for purpose constitutional foundation, governance and operations; while enabling complimentary business 

development to support the success of the Group as a whole.  

• The Skills Active Shared Service will have Service Level Agreements with other  

 but there is the prospect of additional future entities which creates an exciting opportunity for staff to apply their 

skillsets to multiple areas focussed on learner success in the sectors we service.   

• As such, relevant assets for the delivery of arranging training functions will be transferred to SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO. Skills Active assets that 

have value to multiple entities within the group will remain with Skills Active and made available through its shared service provision.  

• While we will be three entities, we will work together to promote a unified approach to our values and guiding principles, in particular embodying 

kotahitanga.  Kotahitanga is the expression of collaboration; it is speaking with one voice: acting with one mind and moving in unison.  

Legal compliance   

9(2)(b)(ii)
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• SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO is a subsidiary of Skills Active Aotearoa and has been incorporated by Skills Active Aotearoa to carry on the Arranging 

Training Activities per the Education and Training Act.  It shall be subject to, must comply with, and shall not contravene, the Education and Training 

Act to the extent that such Act applies to the Company.  

• As a subsidiary of Skills Active, the SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO may carry out other educational activities under the Education and Training Act and 

its accreditation provided by NZQA. 

• The Board of SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO will be accountable for the performance of the Company; the achievement and wellbeing of its learners; 

and that the Company is properly and sustainably managed and resourced to achieve its aims, objectives and targets.  This accountability includes 

ensuring that relevant legislation, rules and regulations are complied with and that practices are safe, legal and ethical.   

• A governance framework assessment was carried out on the constitution and supporting documents of SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO by  

  

 

Treatment of TITO assets  

Assets  All Specified Arranging Training Assets to transfer from Skills Active Aotearoa to SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO will be agreed upon 
between the parties based on the discovery exercise and listed in a Schedule to the Transfer Agreement.  Transferring Assets will 
include the transferring intellectual property, which itself will include:   
 

• all copyright and other intellectual property rights in the Arranging Training Assets.  
 
It will not include the brand name Skills Active Aotearoa or any registered trademarks, logos and domain names; and Skills Active 
Aotearoa will give a warrant to this effect as set out in 20 below.    

Assumed Liabilities  Subject to agreement on Transferring Operating Funding, SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO will assume liabilities directly attributed to 
the Specified Arranging Training Activities.  These will be identified in a schedule or such other place as Skills Active Aotearoa may 
advise.  However, the objective is for SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO to have full visibility over the liabilities it is assuming (including 
contingent liabilities).    

Excluded Assets  Skills Active Aotearoa’s skill standards and qualifications activities (the Skills Standards Activities) were transferred to Workforce 
Development Council(s) (WDCs) in October 2021.    
 
Accordingly, any assets exclusively relating to Skills Standards and Activities (Skills Standard Assets) will not transfer to SKILLS 
ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO.   
 

9(2)(a)
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Also, any other assets not exclusively relating to Specified Arranging Training Activities and not listed as a Specified Arranging 
Training Asset will not transfer to SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO.   

Excluded Liabilities   Liability will be excluded if it is not an Assumed Liability, and thereby not related to Specified Arranging Training Activities.   
Employees  As part of the discovery exercise, Skills Active Aotearoa will confirm each employee to be offered the opportunity to transfer to 

SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO on the basis that they are engaged in Specified Arranging Training Activities.   
 
Employees transferring to SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO are referred to as Transferring Employees.  Before Completion, it will be 
necessary to agree on the formula for calculating the accrued employee leave entitlements for Transferring Employees.  The actual 
amount will be calculated on the Completion Date (see below section on the Transferring Operational Funding).  
 
To ensure operational continuity for the new business unit, it has been agreed that SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO will issue an offer 
of employment to all identified employees of Skills Active Aotearoa involved in Specified Arranging Training Activities. It is not 
intended that SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO will select employees to transfer.   
 
In line with the intent of clause 58 of Schedule 1 of the Education and Training Act, Offers of employment made by SKILLS ACTIVE 
TE MAHI AKO to Skills Active Aotearoa staff will be on the same terms and conditions as enjoyed by the employee before the 
Completion Date.  
 

9(2)(b)(ii)
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Transferring Operational 
Funding  

To ensure that SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO can meet its operating and capital investment requirements for the FY 2022 and to the 
extent that there are any budgeted commitments already approved by Skills Active Aotearoa for the remainder of the financial 
year after the Completion Date (and into 2023 where Completion is to occur in the latter part of 2022), it is necessary for specific 
components of Transferring Operational Funding to be identified and be transferred.  The components include the following:  
  
TEC funding  
Any TEC funding already received by Skills Active Aotearoa for Specified Arranging Training Activities to be performed post-
completion will be transferred for use within SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO.  This will be determined using a wash-up calculation 
agreed with TEC.    
  
Non-TEC funding  
A similar principle will be applied to any non-TEC funding, such as funding from industry bodies, employers and/or student or 
apprentice fees (Other Funding).  Where Skills Active Aotearoa has already received any Other Funding for Arranging Training 
Activities to be performed post Completion, that Other Funding should be transferred to SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO who will 
assume the liability of delivering the relevant activities.    
 
Parties will identify, through the discovery exercise, whether any existing contracts for the provision of that Other Funding will be 
assigned from Skills Active Aotearoa to SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO, or whether SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO should enter 
into/negotiate new contracts (depending on the relevant counterparty).  
  
Operational funding is required to complete the resource investment plans/investment projects approved and committed to 
before completion but to be completed after completion  
 
Skills Active Aotearoa will transfer any funding that has already been budgeted for certain future spending in its latest strategic 
plan or such other term as is applied to planned expenditure on investment projects (Strategic Plan).    
To fulfil the planned operational/capital expenditure set out in any such Plan concerning the Arranging Training Activities (Planned 
Expenditure), some of that spending will need to be completed by SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO post-completion.    

9(2)(b)(ii)
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If there is insufficient cash received from the operations of the Arranging Training Activities (based on existing forecasts) to fully 
fund the Planned Expenditure, then it is agreed that any shortfall between:   
 

(a) the spending required to complete the Planned Expenditure; and   
(b) the aggregate of the Transferring Operational Funding and forecast cash flow post-completion,    

 
will be included as a part of the Transferring Operational Funding, to cover that shortfall.   
 
This is to ensure that the quality of the delivery to Specified Arranging Training Activity is not impacted by the Transfer, and the 
position for apprentices/learners remains seamless.    
 
SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO will have consultation rights concerning any new Strategic Plan or budget for FY 2023 (concerning the 
Specified Arranging Training Activities), where that plan or budget is created after the date of signing this Term Sheet but before 
the Completion Date.  
 

 
 

  
  
Accrued employee entitlements  
The Transferring Operational Funding will not include the accrued employee entitlements up to the Completion Date for 
Transferring Employees.   
 
This refers to all accrued entitlements to wages, salaries and leave (including annual leave, alternative holidays and sick leave (as 
defined in the Holidays Act 2003) of the Transferring Employees, in each case, attributable to their service before the date of 
transfer to SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO and calculated under the applicable accounting Policies.  
 
This is to ensure that there is funding to meet employees’ entitlements accrued before the Completion Date. Therefore, Skills 
Active Aotearoa will make a payment to SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO for this value.   
  
Contingent Transition Costs  
The parties agree that there may be unforeseen costs incurred post-transition by SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO.   

 
   

 

9(2)(b)(ii)
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Ancillary provisions  
Subject to the parties reaching agreement on the principles set out above, the Transfer Agreement would include more detailed 
provisions, such as the process for agreeing on a settlement statement that sets out the specific amounts as at the Completion 
Date and the formula for calculating each component of the Transferring Operational Funding.    
  

 

Support for structure and assets  

• In November 2021 the Skills Active Transition Business case was presented shareholders unanimously supported the recommendation to establish a 

PTE.  

• At the SGM the drafted Charter and Constitution were also presented. A detailed question and answer document (Appendix 4) was provided ahead 

of the meeting and an online Q&A session was held the week prior.  This document included details on the governance and operation structure, the 

treatment of reserves and financial surpluses.  

• In Mid-December a stakeholder survey was set out with key structural and financial details. Survey respondents were supportive.  

• NZQA will be reviewing the structure of the PTE through the application process and the formal approval is expected in July, with preliminary 

feedback available in April and June. The involvement of external suppliers for corporate services is common within providers and we do not 

anticipate any concerns with the model being presented. The draft SLA will be presented to NZQA to outline the nature of the relationship, services 

and support between the entities.  

• The Skills Active Board had endorsed the structure and details within this transition plan.  

2.6 Working with external parties 
External Parties 

• NZQA transition of an existing programme of industry training or approval of replacement programmes of study and consent to assess for some 

domains/unit standards in sectors being transitioned is a critical activity and milestone. Skills Active has discussed the requirements and intentions 

9(2)(b)(ii)
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regarding transition with NZQA. NZQA has confirmed the transition approach and application process to be adopted for SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI 

AKO. Skills Active will ensure that all required applications have been submitted by 28 February 2022. The following transition timeline has been 

shared with TEC and NZQA: 

o TEC in-principle support of transition approach – 1/12/2021 

o Transition and Receiving plan submitted before 31/01/22 

o Draft NZQA/PTE application submitted 28/02/22 

o TEC Board decision communication 25/03/22  

o  Feedback to be received and the second draft of the NZQA document to be reviewed by an external consultant by 1/04/2022 

o  Feedback of NZQA/PTE document to be received and reviewed 15/5/2022 

o  Final submission of PTE application to be completed 14/6/22 

o PTE licence granted on or before 30/06/21, 

o Any residual Conditions of TEC Transition Plan approval met by 31/07/22  

o Transfer of staff and assets 1/10/2022 

o Commencement of the PTE 03/10/2022 

 

• Skills Active has engaged with schools, third party providers and assessors to ensure that they are aware of Skills Active’s intended approach to 

maintaining all current arrangements and service models. We will formally communicate confirmation to these interested parties once TEC Board 

approval is received.  

 

Collaboration and Governance 

• Skills Active will continue to engage with TEC’s RoVE programme team and particularly the TITO Transition Lead on an ongoing basis. This activity 

currently includes scheduled formal meetings and several informal interactions each week involving Skills Active alone, meetings of other TITOs or 

meetings with Te Pūkenga. 
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• Skills Active’s transition programme has been led by the Chief Operating Officer since Q1 2020. Additional project management resource is being 

deployed as required to support the transition. Skills Active has adopted a project management structure comprising the full Senior Leadership 

Team to oversee Skills Active’s RoVE transition programme. This group will continue to meet fortnightly to review progress, any required 

interventions and to consider risks until the transition has been completed. The Skills Active Board’s Audit and Risk subcommittee provide a 

monitoring and advisory role.  

• Skills Active staff were engaged in the development of the SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO operating model. The functional leads will be establishing 

working groups to develop implementation approaches for the transition of Finance & IT, People and Culture, Marketing and Communications and 

Legal activities.  

• Skills Active has established regular meetings with Te Pūkenga and Te Wānanga of Aotearoa to progress the collaborative relationships.  
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▪ Transfer of arranging training functions into the wider organisation  

▪ Transfer of arranging training functions and contract for services  

o Conversations with providers will only commence if the milestone has been triggered.  

 

Section 3: Transition of Apprenticeship Training Activities 

 

Apprenticeship Training Activities going to the same provider as Arranging Training 
 

Skills Active has recently seen a significant increase in the volume of apprentices, increasing from an average 80 enrolments per annum to more than 1,200 

apprentices enrolled. Skills Active has responded to this increase by reviewing its processes to ensure apprentices are supported and the intention of SKILLS 

ACTIVE TE MAHO AKO is to continue to monitor and refine its processes. Apprenticeship Training Activities will be transitioned to SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI 

AKO in conjunction with other arranging training functions and as detailed in the previous section.  
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Section 4: Transition of Other Activities 

4.1 High-level approach and planning considerations 
As indicated in section 1.4, all other activities will transition to SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO as integrated functions alongside the arranging training function. 

These include:   

• provision and support of Gateway and curriculum-based unit standards in schools   

• employer facing brokering   

• careers functions and activities intended to encourage new learners into employment (collaboration with providers)  

• Sale of learning and assessment resources to third parties   

• sponsorship and other financial support for industry events, awards and promotion of training opportunities  

• provision of workforce planning support for organisations, and sector groups.   

• Administration of ActiveCV a professional toolbox lets people manage their continuing professional development information, apply for industry jobs, 

and formally verify their experience and qualifications 

• Sponsorship and other financial support for industry events, awards and promotion of training opportunities 

4.2 Alignment with the wider VE systems  
• SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO will work collaboratively with schools, wānanga, and other tertiary education organisations (including workforce 

development councils) to improve the outcomes of the education system as a whole, including the transition of ākonga into employment. It will:  

o Empower ākonga, clients and staff to be heard on educational, non-educational, and well-being matters and matters relating to the 

organisation’s practices and services; and  

o Develop strong partnerships with—  
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▪ Industry and iwi, including Māori and Pacific employers, smaller employers, and those operating in niche sectors within te ahumahi 

ā-rēhia.  

▪ Communities at a local level, including hapū and iwi, and Pacific communities.   

▪ Educators and providers within the secondary and tertiary sectors.  

• It will use the insights gained through partnerships to: 

o Develop and provide vocational education and training products that meet short-term and long-term skills needs.   

o Ensure its work-based learning provision supports smaller employers, volunteer organisations, niche or remote te ahumahi ā-rēhia sectors.  

o Align education and training delivery to support the unique social and economic goals of communities engaged in te ahumahi ā-rēhia.   

 

• WDCs work with their industries to develop and maintain a strategic view of the skills their industries require now and in the future. They translate 

these needs into expectations of what the vocational education system will deliver. SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO- will be expected to respond to these 

expectations in the sectors that we serve, to develop programmes that will deliver the right skills. 

• Similarly, Regional Skills Leadership Groups, which work to meet local skill needs, will help SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO develop programmes that will 

deliver the right skills for their region 

• We will also be engaging with and partnering with the WDC, RSLGs and other groups to provide insights into skill development from a delivery lens 

alongside other providers. 

• Skills Active has engaged with schools, third party providers and assessors to ensure that they are aware of Skills Active’s intended approach to 

maintaining all current arrangements and service models. We will formally communicate confirmation to these interested parties once TEC Board 

approval is received.  Following NZQA approval, All learners and employers will be notified of the move from Skills Active to SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI 

AKO by way of transition letters by 30 August. We will continue to provide RoVE updates in our monthly newsletters to learners, assessors and our 

clients.  
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Section 5: Declarations 
Please confirm, on behalf of your TITO, that: 

 Y You are satisfied that the receiving Arranging Training and Apprenticeship Training Activities provider(s) meet the TEC’s initial approval criteria. 

 Y You agree to immediately inform TEC of any risks or issues that could adversely impact your operations, to allow us to discuss how these could be 

managed, before transition. 

 Y Where applicable, you agree to factor your Transition Plan and transition date into your annual investment planning process and to work with the 

TEC to provide for a smooth transition of funding. 

 y Your Transition Plan (Second Version) has been signed off by your relevant governance body. 

 

Please provide your details, including your role within your organisation:  

Your name: Sam Napia  

Your position/ role: Board Chair 

Name of TITO: Skills Active Aotearoa  

 



 

Appendices   

Supporting information  
Supporting documents appended  

Appendix 1 Skills Active Transition Business Case and options paper 

Appendix 2 Summary of TITO’s current business 
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Appendix 5 Stakeholder engagement outcome report (July 2021) 

Appendix 6 Letters of endorsement from industry bodies and key employers 

Appendix 7 Details of electronic voting on the transition from employers 

Appendix 8 Learner survey results  

Appendix 9 Engagement and evaluation of prospective PTEs 

Appendix 10 SKILLS ACTIVE TE MAHI AKO receiving plan 

Appendix 11 Details of current programmes and learners by receiving provider 

Appendix 12 Term Sheets for the agreements between Skills Active and receiving providers     

Appendix 13 Governance and project approach for Skills Active transition 

Appendix 14 Letters of intent / MoU TWoA and Te Pūkenga 

Appendix 15 High-level Project Schedule  

 




